




Analysis of independent group differences €:m ma~ 

Descriptive and exploratory statistics 
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1. Read the research question, verify that samples are independent and outcome is quantitative. 
2. Calculate Xi, 51, and n1, and .x2 , 52, and n 2. If data are asymmetrical, also determine 5-point summary. 
3. Plot side-by-side boxplots or side-by-side stemplots. (Boxplots preferred) 

Estimation 

1. Read research question; verify data are quantitative and independent; confirm µ1 - µ2 is of interest. 
2. Calculate point estimate x1 - x2 

3. The (1- a)100% Cl was not covered this semester. 
4. Report the point estimate, direction of the difference (which group shows larger/smaller values). Use 

grammatical language, round appropriately, and include units of measure. Be kind to your reader.2 

NHST 

1. Again, verify the data situation and confirm that the parameter of interest is µ1 - µ2 

2. Calculate SExi-xz = 5 2 5 2 (x1 - x2 )-expected mean difference when H0 true d th II f ( 
...1. + ..i, tstat = , an e sma er o n1 
n1 n2 SEx1 -x2 

- 1) or (n2 - 1) for the df. 
3. Determine P value (app). 
4. Report independent mean difference, direction of the difference, and P value. Be kind to your reader. 

Partial illustration using PETS data 

The PETS data described throughout th is chapter to illustrate key points of interpretation. 

Group 1 subjects (n = 15) were exposed to the stressor in the nog 

presence of their pet; group 2 (n = 15) subjects were 
""" 9 accompanied by a friend. Data, procedures, and calculations 0 

are shown throughout the chapter. .,, 

~ 
.,, 

Description. The pet-exposed group had a lower heart rate 
(73.5 vs. 91.3). The groups had comparable variability 

,,. 

(standard deviations, 10.0 vs. 8.3); distributions with in the ... _J groups were fairly symmetrical (figure right). ... 
' ' 

Point estimate. Group 1 had a lower heart rate by an average Group 

of 17.8 bps. 

NHST. The lower heart rate by 17.8 bps in the presence of the 
pet was statistically significant (P = .0001) . 

2 Friedman GD. (1990). Be kind to your reader. American Journal of Epidemiology, 132(4), 591-3. 
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